
AC, 07/11/16

M3P11 (or M4P11 or M5P11) Galois Theory, Problem Sheet 2

1. Work through the following sketch of a proof of a result that I have mentioned tangentially in
lectures (do you remember when?):

Proposition. If K is a field, and G ⊆ (K×,×) is a finite subgroup, then G is cyclic.

(a) We first do some elementary number theory. If Cn denotes the cyclic group of order n, then
let φ(n) denote the number of elements of Cn that generate Cn. Recall (or prove, if you didn’t
know it) that the subgroups of Cn are precisely the Cd for d | n. Deduce that

∑
d|n φ(d) = n (hint:

every element of Cn must generate something !).
(b) Now some elementary theory of polynomials: prove that if K is a field and 0 6= p ∈ K[x]

is a polynomial of degree d ≥ 0, then p has at most d roots in K (hint: induct on degree).
(c) Now let G be as in the question. Say the order of G is n. We know that if g ∈ G then the

order of the element divides the order of the group, so the order of g will divide n. For d | n let
Gd denote the set of elements of G with order precisely d. Prove that if Gd is non-empty then
|Gd| = φ(d) (hint: if a ∈ Gd then show that 〈a〉 must be the d roots of xd − 1 = 0).

(d) By summing over d, prove that Gd must be non-empty for all d, and in particular Gn is
non-empty. Deduce the result.

2. In this question we’ll find an explicit complex number z such that z 6∈ Q(z) (by z I mean the
complex conjugate of z.)

(a) Set ω = e2πi/3, so ω3 = 1, and say α = 21/3 ∈ R the real cube root of 2. Set z = ωα. What
is [Q(z) : Q]? Hint: min poly.

(b) What is [Q(ω) : Q]?
(c) Let’s assume temporarily that z ∈ Q(z). Show that this implies ω ∈ Q(z). Why does this

contradict the tower law? Deduce z 6∈ Q(z).
(d) Let’s write z = x+ iy. Prove that none of x, i or y are in Q(z).
Remark: In a past Galois theory exam, quite a few people incorrectly assumed that some or

all of x, i and y were “obviously” in Q(x+ iy).

3. Prove that any ring homomorphism between fields is injective. Recall that fields have a 0 and
a 1, with 0 6= 1, and a ring homomorphism preserves +, ×, 0 and 1. (This question is really easy
AND I did it in class, but it is an important fact and I want you to be aware of it.)

4. Say E ⊆ K are fields, and that K is algebraically closed. If F denotes the subset of K
consisting of elements of K which are algebraic over E, show that F is also an algebraically closed
field, which is furthermore algebraic over E.

[As I mentioned in lectures, there is (up to isomorphism) only one extension of E which is
algebraically closed and algebraic over E; such a field is called an algebraic closure of E.]

5. (a) Suppose that E ⊂ F ⊂ K are field extensions with [F : E] and [K : F ] both finite. Show
that if K/E is normal then K/F is also normal.

(b) If E = Q, F = Q(21/3) and K = Q(21/3, ω) with ω = e2πi/3, then show that K/E is
normal, but F/E is not normal.

(c) If E = Q, F = Q(
√

2) and K = Q(21/4), show that K/F and F/E are normal, but K/E
is not normal.

(d) Say H ⊆ K ⊆ G are groups. Prove that if H is normal in G then H is normal in K.
Give an example of groups with H is normal in G but K not normal in G. Now give an example
with H normal in K, K normal in G, but H not normal in G. Now wonder whether this is all a
coincidence or not.



6. Establish (with proofs) whether the following extensions of Q are normal or not.
(i) Q(

√
6)

(ii) Q(
√

2,
√

3)
(iii) Q(71/3)
(iv) Q(71/3, e2πi/3)

(v) Q(
√

1 +
√

7)

(vi) Q(
√

2 +
√

2)

7. (a) Prove that if E ⊂ F and [F : E] = 2 then F/E is normal.
(b) Prove that every index 2 subgroup of a group G is normal.

8. (tricky) Say K ⊆ L is an algebraic field extension. An extension L ⊆ M is called a normal
closure of L/K if M/K is normal, and furthermore if L ⊆ N ⊆ M and N/K is normal, then
N = M . In words, M is the “smallest” normal extension of K containing L.

(a) Prove that every field extension of finite degree has a normal closure. Hint: If L/K is the
extension then write down a basis for L as a vector space over K, take the product of the min
polys and then let M be the splitting field of this poly over L. Check it’s also a splitting field over
K and now follow your nose.

(b) Prove that any two normal closures of L/K (a finite extension) are isomorphic (hint: use
4.4).

9. Say E ⊆ F is an extension of fields with [F : E] finite, and M,N are both subfields of F
containing E. Assume that M/E and N/E are both normal.

(i) Prove that (M ∩N)/E is normal.
(ii) Prove that MN (this terrible notation unfortunately means “the smallest subfield of F

containing both M and N”) is normal over E as well.

10. Prove that if E ⊆ F ⊆ K are fields, if F/E is finite and normal, and if ι : F → K is any field
homomorphism which is the identity on E (i.e. ι ∈ HomE(F,K), then ι(F ) = F . Show that this
might not be the case if F/E is not normal.

11. In this question we rehearse the notion of semi-direct product of groups, which many of you
say you don’t know.

(a) Let N , H be groups, and ρ : H → Aut(N) a group homomorphism (where Aut(N) is the
group of group isomorphisms π : N → N). Define an operation on the set-theoretic Cartesian
product N ×H as follows: (

n1, h1
)(
n2, h2

)
=
(
n1ρ(h1)(n2), h1h2

)
Show that the Cartesian product N × H, endowed with this operation, is a group.1 We denote
this group by G = N oρH, or simply N oH. Show that in a natural way N is a normal subgroup
of G, H is a subgroup of G, N ∩ H = {e}, and NH = G (where NH unfortunately denotes
the smallest subgroup of G that contains both N and H. Now under our assumptions this thing
literally is NH, in fact more precisely it is N ×H. Question: why am I saying all this?)

(b) Conversely suppose that G is a group, that N ⊂ G is a normal subgroup and H ⊂ G a
subgroup. Further suppose that N ∩ H = {e} and NH = G (see the comments in (a) on the
meaning of NH). Construct an explicit group isomorphism from N oH to G.

(c) Examples: (i) Show that the group D2n is a semi-direct product Cn o C2.
(ii) Show that the group En of isometries of Rn (with the standard metric) is a semi-direct

product Rn oOn(R). (Figuring out what the notation means is part of the question.)
(iii) (Tricky) Show that every group G of order 12 is a semi-direct product. (In a nontrivial

way. Come on. I don’t mean N = G, H = {e}!)
1To understand this construction, think that ρ(h)(n) is hnh−1. Note that I got the construction wrong in the

lecture when I said h−1nh instead
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